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Super Wicking Technology



MEGADRY™ is a new perspiration management technology capable of
managing heavy perspiration.
 
MEGADRY™ is a combination of yarn and knitting construction technology
which enables a super-wicking function, keeping the skin dry all the time.
 
MEGADRY™ consists of hydrophobic yarns on the skin side and hydrophilic
yarns on the face side which force out the sweat to the outside of the
garment, getting quickly released into the air and preventing any moisture
from coming back to the skin.
 
This excellent moisture management technology avoids discomfort during
exercise and keeps your skin healthy at all times.
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Superior Wicking

Prevents Wet Transparency Effect

Healthy

Comfort At All Times

- Does not retain water for long ‒ quick release and dry

- Prevents stickiness of clothing after perspiration

- Body can maintain temperature after a work-out
- Does not feel cold because fabric is always dry
- Prevents skin irritation from movement in wet clothing

Sweat

Fabric

Skin

- Garment dries out quickly avoiding the undesired transparency when
  garments are wet

Hydrophobic Yarn

Hydrophilic Yarn
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